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Filter assay measurements of Li+ efflux from acetylcholine receptor-containing vesicular Torpedo mormoroto membrane
fragments (microsacs) are presented. Techniques are introduced for: (a) inducing a complete emptying of the Li+ content of all
microsacs containing one or more functionally intact receptors. and (b) for determining the distribution of internal volumes of
the microsacs using filtration with membrane fiiters of different pore sizes. The flux amplitudes resulting for acetylcholine
receptor-controlled Li+ efflux, when receptors are inhibited by a-bungarotoxin
or inactivated by a neuroactivator-induced
desensitization process. were measured. Amplitude analysis was used to determine characteristic parameters of the microsacs
that may vary with the technique of preparation (e.g.. the distribution in size and receptor content). as well as the mean single
channel flux amplitude contribution {e-“),,
which represents the mean reduction of the Lii content of a microsac due to
efflux from a single receptor-controlled channel prior to channel closing due to inhibition or inactivation of the receptor. The
ratio k,,,/k,
was found to lie in the range O.l< k,,/k,
~0.5. where k,,, and ki are. respectively, the rate constant for
Li’-Na+
exchange flux and for the slow inactivation reaction mode of the acetylcholine receptor induced by carbamoylcholine
at high concentrations.

1. Introduction
Sealed membrane fragments (microsacs) prepared from Torpedo electric organs have been
widely used to study the functional properties of
the membrane-bound
acetylcholine
receptor
(AcChR). The direct measurement of ion flux from
or into microsacs is rapidly becoming a powerful
tool for investigating the physiologically relevant
role of the receptor as a gating molecule to transmembrane ion transport. Due to practical constraints, early methods for meastuing tracer ion
flux, based on a filter assay procedure [ 11, were.
limited to a time range greater than 10s. Under
these conditions, the time course of the receptorcontrolled flux contribution was not resolvable
when Torpedo microsacs preincubated with =Na+
were diluted into a bath containing neuroactivator
0301-4622/82/0000-OOOO/SO2.75
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[2]. However, it was found that the flux amphtudes, reflecting the total tracer content of the
microsacs entrapped on the filter, were dependent
on neuroactivator concentration_ This result was
attributed to an incomplete equilibration of the
tracer in the microsacs with the bath, aue to a slow
receptor inactivation process (desensitization), following an initial rapid activation phase. A recent
investigation, using a rapid quench flow technique
capable of measuring flux in the 50 ms time range,
has essentially confirmed this interpretation [3]. It
was found that at least two inactivation processes
occur, of which the slower one, on the time scale
of seconds, leads to a complete cessation of flux.
(The presence of several inactivation phases could,
of course, not be inferred from the amplitude data
alone.)
The finding that receptor inactivation leading

to channel closing is reflected in the flux amplitudes led to the proposal of a mathematical scheme
for analysing flux data [2]_ The original scheme
was later modified and generalized to cover all
tracer flux processes from or into closed membrane structures (CMS), which are controlled by a
channel gating process of arbitrary complexity [4?]_ The basic postulates underlying the treatment
are: (a) The tracer content of a collection of microsacs is the sum of the tracer content of the individual microsacs. (b) Under suitable experimental
conditions. flux of tracer through a single open
channel on a microsac changes the tracer content
by an exponential factor e-X’5. where k is the rate
constant for flux through a single channel. and
7(t) is the total time interval the channel was open
up to the time of measurement t. (c) If flux occurs
through several channels on a microsac, the overall
change in tracer content of the microsac is the
product of the exponential factors for the individual channels. (d) For a collection of microsacs,
each having II receptor-controlled
channels, the
average change in the tracer content of a microsac
is (e-“)“,
i.e., the mean single channel flux
contribution (e-&‘> to the nth power. (z-”
the average of e-”
over all possible open tiieq
Simple expressions for (e-‘0
can be derived.
which explicitly depend on the kinetic constants of
the receptor reaction that controls channel opening and closing. The prime aim of the flux analysis
must therefore be to determine (e-“‘>.
(f) The
flux rate constant k, for a channel on a microsac
with volume n, is inversely proportiona
to u.
Therefore. <e-“)
implicitly depends on 0. (g) The
change in the overal tracer content of an inhomogeneous mixture of microsacs is the sum of
component contributions P”[‘,[(e-“I)“],, where P, is
the fraction of the total internal volume of all
microsacs contributed by the microsacs with N
receptors per microsac, and the square brackets
denote the volume average of the expression
(e-“‘>“_ In principle. the volume average is the
result of averaging over a distribution function,
that represents the probability that a nticrosac
with n receptors has a given volume u.
These considerations imply that the overall
change in the tracer content of a coIIection of
micro-sacs depends on two sets of parameters: (1)

the term (e-“‘>,
which expresses the intrinsic
functional properties of the average receptor-controlled channel. and which does not depend on
factors that may vary from preparation to preparation. and (2) the fractions P,, and the distribution in microsac volumes, which account for all
dependences on the materials and methods of preparation_ Qualitatively, inhomogeneities in the receptor content of the microsacs will lead to multiple phases in the time course of overall flux. Each
distinct subfraction of microsacs, with )I receptors
per microsac. will contribute a separate phase with
time course [ (eLk’)” 1,. The terms P, constitute the
respective maximum relative amplitudes of these
phases. On the other hand. the receptor reaction
controlling channel opening and closing may also
occur in severai phases. leading to a multiphasic
time course of (e-“I),
and of the overall flux
process. Any attempt to associate separate phases
of the measured flux process with the gating reaction alone. on an ad hoc basis, is of questionable
validity. It is essential to account first for the
terms arising from inhomogeneities in microsac
receptor content and volume, before a reliable
quantitative analysis of the contributions due to
channel gating can be made.
In this article methods for determining the factors Pm7and the distribution in microsac volumes,
on the basis of flux amplitude measurements using
the filter assay technique, are presented. In section
3.1, the dependence of the flux amplitudes for Li’
efflux from Torpedo nmrnzorata microsacs induced
by carbamoylcholine
(CbCh)
on [CbCh]
is investigated. In section 3.2, a technique for promoting the complete emptying of the Li* content of
microsacs is presented_ In section 3.3, reduction in
flux amplitudes following the progressive inhibition of receptors with increasing amounts of abungarotoxin (c-BuTx)
is examined, and the results are analysed in sections 4.2 and 4.5. In section 3.4, filtration measurements using filters with
different pore sizes are presented_ The results are
analysed to determine the volume distribution
function of the microsac suspension o(o) in section 4.3. In section 4-4, it is shown that knowledge
of the P, and of Q(o) permits evaluation of several
fundamental parameters characterizing the suspension [i’]: the mean vohrme B of a microsac, the

mean number Z of receptors per microsac, the
mean surface density of receptors p. and the probability 5, that a given microsac has IZreceptors.
In order to illustrate the general procedure for
determining (e-&I> for an arbitrary gating process, once the P, and Q(u) are known. the mean
single channel flux amplitude contribution (eeLI),
is determined from the reduction in flux amplitudes following inhibition with a-BuTx. for flux
induced by a saturating concentration of CbCh.
Analysis of the flux data using equations derived
in the preceding article [7] then permits estimation
of the ratio ( k&/ki).
where kfrr is the effective.
volume-independent flux rate constant_ and iii is
the effective forward rate constant for CbCh-induced receptor inactivation.

2. Experimental procedures

L 1. Materials

Sealed AcChR-containing membrane fragments
(microsacs) were prepared from liquid N,-frozen
electric organs of Torpedo marmoruta (live from
the Station Biologique
d’Archachon.
France)
according to a recently developed procedure [S].
After incubation of a crude tissue homogenate in
0.2M CsCl (Merck, fiarmstadt). microsacs which
are sealed and contain functionally intact AcChR
are selectively filled with 0.2 M LiCl by successive
additions of 10 mM acetylcholine (AcCh, Sigma).
The intact microsacs are then separated from the
nonfunctional ones by centrifugal sedimentation
in Percoll (Pharmacia) suspension gradients.
Sartorius membrane
filters type SM 11306,
SMll305,
SMll304
and SMll303,
with pore sizes
0.45, 0.65, 0.8 and 1.2 pm, respectively, were used
in the determination of the microsac volume distribution. Millipore HAWPOO25 membrane filters
with pore size 0.45 pm were used for all other
filtrations. Flux medium consisting of 0.2 M NaCl,
5 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl, and 5 mM sodium
phosphate, pH 7.0. was used as wash medium, and
for the preparation of the solutions.

2.2. Methods

The flux measurements were carried out using a
Sartorius multiple suction apparatus. modified so
that application of suction is controlled by electrically triggered magnetic valves coupled to digital
clocks. In all filtrations the flow rate of liquid
through the filters was adjusted to 1.7 ml/s.
Routinely. microsacs filled with LiCl were added to an ice-cooled dilution bath under stirring.
5-ml aliquots of the diluted suspension were then
filtered. and the filters washed with 5-ml portions
of ice-cold wash medium. The successive washings
were made immediately after the last torus of
liquid had disappeared from the filter.
The ii’ content of each dried filter. added to 5
ml of a 1% Triton X-100 solution in a counting
vial, was measured at 670 nm by flame emission
spectroscopy (FES) (Unicam SP 1900). after shaking the vials for 12 h. The Li- concentration of the
dilution bath was also measured to correct for
pipetting errors.
All measurements were performed using aliquots
of a single microsac suspension.

3. Results
3. I. CbCJz concemration

deperzderlce of fhs

ampli-

tudes

The flux amplitude corresponding to the residual Li- content of a collection of microsacs after a
transient efflux phase induced by CbCh activation
of AcChR was determined as follows. A set of
runs were carried out, where for each run 0.35 ml
of microsac suspension was injected into 35 ml of
a dilution bath containing a solution of CbCh in
flux medium. Six 5-ml aliquots of the diluted
suspension were then filtered, and washed four
times with 5 ml of flux medium.
Fig. 1 presents the Li’ content for three sample
runs as a function of the time after initial dilution.
On the time scale of the measurement (> 10 s) the
time dependence of the change in Li+ content
cannot be resolved. With increasing CbCh concentration the Li’ content decreases, and eventually reaches a limiting value. As seen in fig. 2, the
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Fig. 1. Li’ convent of filters expressed as [Li- ] measured by
FES after dissolving microsacs entrapped on filters in 5 ml of
1% Triton X-100. Successive filtrations were made at times I
after initial injection of microsacs into a dilution bath. The
filters were washed four rimes with 5 ml of wash medium. The
data represent three separate runs with (a) flux medium as bath
0). (b) 0.5 mM CbCh as bath and
and wash medium (O0). (c) flux medium
flux medium as wash medium (0 as bath and four washings using successively 0.1 mM AcCh.
flux medium. 0. I mM AcCh. and flux medium (I I).
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of microsacs

The limiting Li” content approached at high
[CbCh] need not correspond to a complete equilibration of microsac interior and bath. In order to
determine the end amplitude resulting for complete emptying, a modification of the flux technique described above was devised. A set of six
runs was carried out, where the number of washings per run and the composition of the wash
medium were varied. In each of the runs, 0.4 ml of
microsac suspension was initially injected into a
dilution bath containing 35 ml of flux medium- Six
filtrations with 5 ml of diluted suspension were
then carried out using the same wash procedure.
The sequence of wash steps used for the individual
runs was: (1) 4 X 5 ml of flux medium; (2) 5 ml
AcCh solutions (0.1 mM) in flux medium. followed by 3 X 5 ml flux medium; (3) 5 ml AcCh
(0.1 mM), 5 ml flux medium, 5 ml AcCh (0.1 mM),
5 ml flux medium; (4) 8 X 5 ml fiux medium; (5) 5
ml AcCh (0.1 mM), followed by 7 X 5 ml flux
medium; (6) 5 ml AcCh (0.1 mM), 3 X 5 ml flux
medium, 5 ml AcCh (0.1 mM), 3 X 5 ml flux
medium. For comparison, two runs in which 0.4
ml of microsac suspension w2s initially injected
into 35 ml AcCh (0.1 mM) were also carried out.
The Li+ content of the filters determined for these
runs is presented in table 1. The first set of four
runs comprises four washings per filtration, the
second set eight washings per filtration. For both
sets injection into a bath containing AcCh leads to
less of a reduction in Li+ content than injection
into flux medium followed by washing with AcCh.
A second washing with AcCh leads only to a small
further reduction in Li+ content, independent of
whether one or three washings with fiux medium
are made between the AcCh washings. The residual Li+ content present after successive AcCh
washings apparently cannot be removed by flux
through receptor-controlled channels. These findings indicate that wash sequence 3 in table 1 can
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Fig. 1. Dose-response EUI-V~ based on the flux amplitudes expressed as the measured FES signal. resulting when microsacs
are diluted into a bath containing CbCh solution at the indicated concentrations. The upper and lower dashed lines, respectively, represent the limiting flux amplitudes at high and
low CbCb concentrations.

Table 1
No.

Bath =

Wash sequence h

Li-

c

I
2
3

B
B
B

B. B. B. B
A. B. B. B
A. B. A, B

100
32
28

68
4

4
5
6

B
B
B

B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B
A. B. B. B. B. B. B. B
A, B. B, B. A. B. B. B

100
40
36

61
3

7
8

A
A

B. B, B. B
B. B. B, B. B. B. B. B

70
68

-

‘% Reduction d

a Content of initial dilution bath: A=O.l
mM AcCh: B=flux
medium.
’ Sequence of successive 5-ml wash aliquots.
c % Li+ content of a run in a given set of four or eight
washings. relative to the blank runs 1 and 4, respectively.
d !Z reduction in Li’ content from one run in a given set to the
change in
next. given by (change in Li’ content/maximum
Li* content)X 100.

solution of CbCh in flux medium. For each run six
5-ml aliquots were filtered. and washed with 4 X 5
ml of flux medium (wash sequence 1). Fig. 3 shows
the resulting reduction of the Li+ content of the
filters (flux amplitude) with increasing degree of
inhibition_ At a given toxin concentration, the Licontent for efflux induced by 0.5 mM CbCh exceeds or equals the content measured under conditions ieading to complete emptying of microsacs.
The initial concentration of Li’ in the microsacs is
0.2 M. [Li’] 5 1 PM in the dilution bath upon
completion of flux. Fuil equilibration of microsac
internal Li + with the bath should thus lead to a
reduction of Li’ content by a factor of the order
of 10w5. Within the errors of measurements, this
would correspond to a complete emptying_ The
results summarized in fig. 3 therefore imply that.
even at saturating concentrations. CbCh does not
induce a complete emptying of microsacs. Channel

be used to promote complete emptying of microsacs containing functional AcChR.
3.3. Reduction

in flux

amplitude

upon tosin

inkibi-

tion

Binding of a-BuTx (Miami Serpentarium) to
AcChR leads to practically irreversible inhibition
of flux through receptor-controlled channels_ When
microsacs are incubated with increasing amounts
of a-BuTx, there is a progressive decrease in the
maximum flux amplitude connected with CbChinduced efflux [lo,1 l]_ Ultimately,
when the
amount of toxin added equals the total amount of
toxin sites on the AcChR, flux is abolished completely. For the measurement of toxin inhibition,
O-9 ml of microsac suspension was injected into 10
ml of an ice-cooled flux medium bath containing
a-BuTx. After an incubation period of longer than
4 h a 4.5 ml aliquot of the diluted suspension was
added to 30 ml of dilution bath. In a first set of
runs, this bath consisted of flux medium. For each
run six S-ml aliquots were filtered, and washed
using wash sequence 3 in table I, leading to complete emptying of all microsacs containing functional receptors not inhibited by toxin. In a second
set of runs the dilution bath consisted of a 0.5 mM

a-BuTx

hnol

/ml 1

Fig. 3. Reduction of flux unplitudes. expressed as the measured
FES signal, with degree of inhibition by a-BuTx, expressed as
[ a-BuTx] in the incubation bath. The two sets of runs correspond to measurements where, upon exposure to a-BuTx at the

indicated concentration, microsacs were (a) injected into flux
medium. filtered and the filters washed using the wash sequence leading to a complete emptying of all microsacs containing residual uninhibited receptors (a). (b) injected into 0.5
mM CbCh, filtered and the filters washed with flux medium
(0).

closing due to receptor inactivation prevents full
equilibration of microsac internal Li’ with the
bath.
The time course of the reduction in flux amplitude due to a-BuTx inhibition was investigated as
follows. 5 ml of microsac suspension were injected
into 65 ml of an ice-cold a-BuTx solution (0.115
nmol/ml)
under stirring. At fixed time intervals
after the initial dilution, j-ml aliquots were removed and injected into a second dilution bath
containing 30 ml of ice-cold flux medium. Six
filtrations of S-ml aliquots of the twice-diluted
suspension were then performed. each followed by
four washings using wash sequence 3 of table I.
Fig. 4 presents a plot of the Li’ content of the
filters as a function of the time at which the
second dilution was made. Independently. a titration with a-BuTx of the type shown in fig. 3 was
carried out using the same suspension_ It was

-

verified that the amount of toxin present in the
initial dilution bath was slightly in excess of that
required to completely abolish flux.
3.4. Filtratio,t u&g fillers witIz different pore sizes
In order to determine the amount of Lii retained on membrane filters of uniform pore sizes
0.45, 0.65. 0.8 and 1.2 pm, aliquots of 0.4 ml of
microsac suspension were injected into a dilution
bath containing 35 ml of ice-cold flux medium
under stirring. Six 5-ml aliquots of the diluted
suspension were then filtered_ using filters of a
given pore size. and washed. For each type of
filter, one run using wash sequence I, and one run
using wash sequence 3 of table 1. were carried out.
In the former case there should be no flux, in the
latter there should be complete emptying of microsacs containing functional receptors. The difference in the Li” content of the filters for the two
types of runs, shown in fig. 5, represents the Li *
content of specifically
those microsacs retained on
the filter that contain functional receptors. Assuming the microsacs are spherical, the cutoff internal
volume oC, corresponding to a filter pore diameter
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Fig.4. Time course of the reduction of flux amplitude with
progressive inhibition by a-BuTx. Microsacs were injected into
a bath containing a-BuTx at time I =O_ At subsequent times I.
aliquots of this mixrure were injected into fh~x medium, filtered
and the filters washed using a wash sequence leading to a
complete emptying of all microsacs containing residual uninhibited receptors The curve represents
a least-squares simulation using eqs. 2 and 3 of the text. with a(~)= 1 -exp(k&),
where kin is the apparent rate constant for toxin inhibition.
Using the values P,, in table2, an optimum fit UZI.Sfound for
k ,I) =o.os min-‘.
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Fig. 5. Li+ content of filters with cutoff volume o, expressed as
measured FES signal X(0,). The curve represents a simulation
using eq. 4 with the volume distribution function Q(n) given
by eq. 5 (see text). The inset represents the optimum Q( 0). In
the evaluaticm of 9 for a given pore diameter, the microsac
membrane thickness I, was taken to be 0.01 pm (see text).

d and a microsac membrane thickness I,, is given
by uC=I (477/3) - [(d/2) - t,‘J3. Ideally, all microsacs with an internal volume larger than v, should
be retained on the filter. Fig.5 indicates that with
increasing uC the Li+ content appears to approach
a limiting value. This presumably
refects
nonspecific absorption to the filter of microsacs with
an internal volume smaller than vC_ Such absorption was previously reported in a study in which a
similar filtration technique was utilized to prepare
a homogeneous suspension of liposomes [ 121.
In order to investigate variations in the degree
of absorption, the amount of undiluted microsac
suspension injected into the 35ml dilution bath

was varied. For filtration using filters of pore size
0.45 pm, the fraction of the total amount of Li&
added to the filrers that was retained remained
constant for dilutions up to l/60, and then increased sharply. The steep increase presumably
reflects a progressive clogging of pores leading to
retention of microsacs with volumes less than u,.

4. Analysis of data

The sample flux curves shown in fig. 1 indicate
that there is no significant leakage efflux of Lit‘ on
the second to minute time scale. A slow reduction
of overall Li’ content X(r) at time t was detected
over a period of hours. Since it took several hours
to carry out all steps comprising an experiment
(e.g., incubation with toxin), a leakage flux correction was made using the expression
X(r)=

X(O)e_“”

0)

where X(0) is the corrected overall Li’
content
prior to a fiux run carried out at time t, and k, is
the rate constant for leakage flux. In order to
determine k, for a given experiment,
X(r) was
measured at the beginning and end of the experiment. The values of k, found for several experiments using eq. 1 fell within the range 2( i- 1) X
10e4 min-‘.
All further analysis of the data will
be based implicitly on leakage-corrected
values.

The reduction

of Li*

content of microsacs pre-

incubated with rr-BuTx. as a function of the
amount of toxin used, is shown in fig_3_ Independent of the conditions under which tlux is measured, there is a progressive increase in Li- content with increasing amounts of toxin. until a
limiting value is reached. This limiting amount of
toxin represents the amount that is required to
inhibit all functional receptors_ However. it will
not necessarily be equai to the number of tcxin
sites on functional
receptors. since part of the
toxin may bind to nonfunctional
receptors that
were damaged in the course of the preparation_ A
useful measure for expressing the extent of inhibition is the fraction a given by a: = {amount of
toxin used for incubation/limiting
amount) (see
fig. 3). For amounts of toxin less than the limiting
amount. a represents the fraction of toxin sites on
functional receptors that have been inhibited even if an unknown portion of the total receptors
is nonfunctional.
The Li’
content for flux carried out under
conditions
leading to complete emptyins (fig. 3.
filIed circles) is due to two contributions: (a) microsacs having no functional receptors will lead to
the constant background
contribution
X(CY = 0),
measured in the absence of toxin: (b) microsacs
having all functional receptors inhibited by toxin
will constitute a contribution X( CZ)- X( CY= 0). that
increases with cx until the limiting value X{ a = 1)
- X( (Y = 0) is reached.
It is useful to introduce the relative amplitude
change R(a) of the functional microsacs, &en by
R(a)==[X(u)-X(a

=o)J/[x(a=l)-

X(a=O)J.

(2)

R(a) represents the fractional Li’ content of functional microsacs having a11 functional receptors
inhibited by toxin. Analysis of the dependences of
R(a) on a permits determination of the fractional
internal volume P,, of the subfraction of microsacs
with n functional receptors per microsac.
In generd, a receptor gating unit may contain 1
independent and equivalent toxin sites, where occupation of a single site suffices to inhibit flux
through all channels controlled by the receptor. As

Table 2
Parameters P, for I = I and I = 2 (see text)
C,, concentration of a-BuTx (nmol/ml)
measured data.

I

2

0.24
0.22

0.55
0.08

at which total inhibition of flux sets in; c. sum of squares of deviations of simulated from

0.20
0.07

0.01
0.00

0.00
0.06

shown in part II of this series [7] one then obtains
R(a)=

z

P”[1-(i-a)l]”

(3)

0.16

0.41

0.00

1.06
1.20

o.ooo42o
o.QooO72

the flux data expressed in the form of the relationship, eq. 2, can be analysed as a superposition
of terms [ 1 -

(1 -

LX)‘]” with unknown

coefficients

where the summation is over the number of func-

0 =GP,, s I. Numerical
curve fitting based on a least-squares criterion can
be used to determine
the P,_ The results of a

tional

computer

n=i

receptors

per microsac.

0

Eq.

3 implies

that

I

0

P,,

where

X,“= 1 P, =

analysis

1 and

of the toxin

inhibition

data for

1

0.5

Fig. 6. (Left). Simulation of the dependence of the relative flux amplitude on the fraction of inhibited receptors a assuming a single
toxin site per receptor (I = I). The data shown in fig. 3 were simulated using eq. 3 to describe flux amplitudes resulting for flux
and eqs. 13 and 14. respectively,to describe flux induced by 0.5
measured under conditions leading to a complete emptying ( -),
mMCbChforlimitingcasesl(---)andII(------).
Fig. 7. (Right). Simulation of the dependence of the relative flux amplitude on the fraction of inhibited receptors rz assuming two toxin
sites per receptor (I = 2). See legend to fig. 6. For flux induced by 0.5 mM CbCh, near identical curves were obtained for simulations
based on the assumption that the number of channels r associated with a receptor is one or two.

efflux under conditions leading to a complete
emptying of uninhibited microsacs (fig. 3, filled
circles) are presented in table 2. As shown in figs. 6
and 7 (solid line), a good fit to the experimental
values for R(a) is possible for the cases I= 1 and
z= 2.

Inserting this result together with the values of A
and B given above into eq. A10 then yields the
fraction of absorbed microsacs g = O-362. Substitution of eqs. 5 and 6 into eqs. Al3 and A7.
respectively, yields the fraction g( v,), of functional
microsacs with volume larger than uc, @en
by

4.3. Detertninarion

g(Oc)=e-‘=(l+ouc)

of the volume

disrribution func-

tion Q(v)

A mathematical scheme for analysing the variation in Li” content found in flux studies using
filters of different pore sizes is presented in the
appendix_ The data shown in fig. 5 indicate that
the Lii content X(v,) decreases with an increase
in the cutoff volume v, corresponding to the pore
size of the filter. This measured Li+ content represents: (a) Lii in all functional microsacs with
volume Iarger than vC, and (6) Li’ content in al1
absorbed functional microsacs with volume less
than vC_Assuming that the fraction of microsacs of
a given size that is absorbed is a constant independent of microsac size, X( v,) is given by the empirical relationship eq. A9.
In order to determule Q(v) using eq. A9 it is
necessary to adopt one of the trial functions suggested in the appendix. The integral involving
Q(v) can then be evaluated explicitly, and curve
fitting based on a least-squares criterion may be
used to optimize the adjustable parameters_ The
best possible trial function must be selected- on a
trial and error basis. The curve in fig. 5 represents
a least-squares fit of the equation
X(U,)=A+8[~-~f.(n2”~+20V=f2)]

(4)

to the measured Li* content X( u,), for a given u,.
This expression results from eq. A9 upon substitution of the normalized trial function (shown in the
inset of fig. 5)
Q(o)= C&e-=

(5)

where A, B and u are adjustable parameters. The
optimum fit was found for A = 6.64, B = 80.32
prne3 and a = 13.7 prnm3_ Substitution of eq. 5
into eq. A8 yields the mean volume C of the
microsacs added to the filter
a=;=o_14sprn~

(6)

(7)

and the fractional Li+
microsacs, given by

content f(q).

of

these

The flux amplitude measurements were made
using filters of pore diameter d = 0.45 pm. It is
therefore necessary to determine the normalized
volume distribution function Q0.45(v), and the
mean volume G00.45.of the microsacs entrapped on
such a filter. These quantities will not be identical
to the corresponding parameters Q(U) and B for
the microsac suspension prior to filtration_ Inserting the value 9 = 0.0477 pm3 resulting for pore
diameter d = 0.45 pm into eqs. 7 and 8 yields
g( v,) = 0.860 and f( v,) = 0.971. Substitution of
these parameters, together with 9 determined
above, into eqs. Al 1 and A14 yields
Q,..a,(o)=

(0.3WQ(=)
1 (0-602)Q(~)

and i?0.45= (1_078)C=

D=zo.o477
0 >0.0477

pm’
pm3

(9)

0.157 pm3.

4.4. Characreristic paramerers

of rhe microsacs

As shown previously [7], knowledge of the
quantities P, and Q(v) for a given microsac suspension permits determination of several characteristic parameters_ Two limiting cases need to
be considered. At low surface densities of receptors there may be little covariance between microsac size and receptor content (case I). At high
surface densities the receptor content of a microsac is expected to be proportional to the microsac
surface area (case II). using equations previously
derived for these cases [7], it is then possible to
determine: (a) the fraction of microsacs having II
receptors per microsac &,,, (b) the mean number of
receptors per microsac R, (c) the mean internal
volume ir and surface area s of a microsac, and (d)
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Table 3

Fractionalreceptor

content E,

I. number of toxin sites per recepror.
I

CZlSe

$1

52

-5

54

1

I

II

0.24
0.57

0.55
0.46

0.20
0.09

0.01
0.00

-

2

I
11

0.22
1.22

0.08
0.16

0.07
0.07

0.00
0.00

0.06
0.03

the mean surface density of receptors p_
From eq. A8 it follows that D can be determined if Q(u) is known. For spherical microsacs, insertion of the value D= 0.146 pm3 derived
above, into the surface-to-volume relationship s =
4=(3??/+)“3,
yields s = 1.34 pm2. The remaining
parameters given in tables 3 and 4, can be obtained using the values P,, presented in table 2.
4.5. Flux- amplitude

analysis

The flux amplitudes resulting for Lii efflux
induced by 0.5 mM CbCh from microsacs preincubated with a-BuTx are presdnted in fig. 3 (open
circles). Unlike in the parallel case (fig. 3, filled
circles), where conditions leading to complete
emptying of microsacs were used, the CbCh-induced amplitudes will depend not only on the
extent of toxin inhibition, but also on channel
closing due to receptor inactivation_ Using the
values X( a = 0) and X(a = 1) for measurements
leading to a complete emptying, and X(a) for the
CbCh-induced amplitudes, the flux data can again
Table4
Mean raep~r contentand

mean receptor surface density

I. number of toxin sites per receptor
I

CaSe

A

P(am-2)

I

I
11

1.98
1.78

I.48
1.33

2

I
II

4.72
3.14

3.52
2.34

55

56

57

0.16
0.06

0.4I
0.12

-

be expressed in terms of the overall relative amplitude change R(a) given by eq. 2. As shown in part
II of this series [7], R(a) is given by the general
expression
R(a)=

5 p,[<e-“‘>z],
“=I

(‘0)

where the square brackets denote averaging over a
distribution in microsac internal volume u, and
where the mean flux amplitude contribution
(e-‘*),
per receptor is given by
<e-*‘),=I-(I-a)‘-(l-(e-“z)~.,)

(‘1)

where I is the number of toxin sites of a receptor, r
the number of channels inhibited by occupation of
a toxin site, and (e-‘r)u,DD the mean single channel flux amplitude contribution_ For AcChR-controlled flux at high activator ligand concentrations.
one obtains [7] the limiting ligand concentrationindependent expression
D+(Kr,/k;)

(12)

where k:, is the effective volume-independent rate
constant for the Li’ -Na’ exchange flux through a
single channel, and kj the effective forward rate
constant for the final slow inactivation phase of
the receptor gating reaction_ Since v in eq. 12 is a
variable, ( e-p’)u_ 1D is uniquely characterized if
(k:,,/k,) is known.
The volume averaging in eq. 10 can be explicitly
carried out for the two limiting cases discussed in
the preceding section 171.For case I (limit of low

5. Discussion

receptor surface densities) one obtains
R(a)=

2

P,/o~<e-“>,Qo_ss(F)dO

(13)

“=i

where Q,,& v) is given by eq. 9, and (e-‘I),
by
eq. 11 with eq. 12. The use of Q0+,5( v) rather than
Q(v) is indicated, since the measured Lie content
reflects Li+ on filters with pore diameter d= 0.45
pm. Treating the rate constant ratio (k:,,/ki)
in
eq. 12 as a variable parameter to be optimized, it is
possible to evaluate explicitly eq. 13 by numerical
integration_ Employing a computer program based
on a twelve-point Gaussian integration procedure
[13], an optimum fit to the data of fig. 3 (open
circles), expressed in terms of eq. 2, was obtained
using a least-squares criterion_ The results are given
in table5. The best simulation is shown in figs. 6
and 7 (dashed line).
When case II (limit of high receptor surface
densities) applies, eq. 10 can be expressed as [7]:

where c = (3/4-T) - (4rp)3/’ - (k:,,/ki).
Using the
value of p given in table4, and treating c as a
variable to be optimized, least-squares numerical
curve fitting of eq. 14 to the data of fig.3 (open
circles), expressed in terms of eq. 2, then leads to
the results presented in table5. The optimum
simulation of the data is shown in figs. 6 and 7
(dotted curve)_

Ta+
Rate
I

I
2

5
constant
*

I
1
2

ratio

for the&niting

cases

(see

text and

table 2)

case II

Case I
(x-‘/k,)

c

(x-‘/k,)

c

0.5 I
0.26
0.10

0.034
0.024
0.025

0.5 1
0.41
0.18

0.029
0.014
0.014

Exposure of Torpedo marmorata microsacs containing Li + to neuroactivator ligands (e.g., AcCh
and CbCh) leads to a reduction of Li’ content
due to efflux of Li’ through AcChR-controlled
transmembrane channels. Under the experimental
conditions used in the measurements presented
above, flux involves an exchange of microsac internal Li’ (initial concentration 0.2 M) for Na+ in
the dilution bath (initial concentration 0.2 M).
Finite flux amplitudes, reflecting an incomplete
emptying of the net microsac Li’ content. result
upon inhibition of receptors by snake toxins, and
upon activator ligand-induced receptor inactivation_ A detailed mathematical analysis of the
activator and/or inhibitor ligand concentrationdependent flux amplitudes was presented in part
II of this series [7]_ In contrast to previous attempts to analyse the dependence of flux properties on the extent of inhibition by snake toxins
[ 10,14,15], the treatment explicitly accounts for the
mixed population of fractionally inhibited microsacs arising upon random binding of toxin to sites
localized on the microsacs [4.5]. The resulting general expression for the overall relative flux amplitude R(a) as a function of LY,the fraction of total
toxin sites occupied, is given by eq. 10 with eq. 11.
Using a novel procedure outlined above. flux
can be carried out under conditions leading to a
complete emptying of all microsacs containing
residual receptors uninhibited by toxin. The (Y
dependence of the resulting flux amplitudes is
given by eq. 3. This special case of eq. 10 implies
that R(a) is a weighted sum of polynomials in a.
Curve fitting can be used to determine the weight
factors P,. and in principle. the number of toxin
sites I per receptor gating u,lit (controlling at least
one channel).
When activator ligand-induced flux is carried
out under conditions leading to inactivation of
receptors, the general expr-ession, eq. 10, for :?(a)
holds. The mean single channel flux amplitude
contribution (e-JZr), that must then be considered represents the mean factor by which the Li’
content of a single microsac was reduced due to
flux through r channels controlled by a single
receptor gating unit. Assuming prior knowledge of
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the P, and 1. curve fitting can be used to determine
the rate constant ratio (k&r/ki), and in principle,
r.
Recent investigations of the AcChR of fish
electric organs indicate that solubilized receptors
exist as monomeric units of subunit structure
a,pys (‘light form’). or as disulfide-linked dimers
of such monomers (‘heavy form’) [ 16 181 (see also
ref. 19). A given a,-subunit complex contains one
or two activator ligand-binding sites. A Hill coefficient greater than unity has been reported for
ligand binding to these sites. A single ion channel
is probably associated with each monomeric unit.
The binding site for snake toxins is also thought to
be on the a-subunits. There is some indication that
toxin is bound to two nonequivalent sites (see, e.g..
ref. 16).
The measured P, values for one (I = 1) or two
(I = 2) equivalent and independent toxin sites per
receptor are presented in table 2. Comparison of E,
the sum of the squares of the deviations of simulated from measured points, indicates that a slightly
better fit is obtained for the case I = 2. However.
the difference is within the limits of confidence of
the data points. The various types of fractionally
inhibited receptor forms and the corresponding
states of the associated ion channels for the cases
I= 1, 2 and r = I, 2 have been schematically illustrated in fig_ 1 of part II of this series [7]. The
case I = 1 pertains to either (a) a monomeric receptor unit with a single site, or (b) a dimer of
mutually independent monomers, with one toxin
site per monomer, where occupancy of the site of
one monomer would not affect flux controlled by
the other monomer_ The case I= 2 pertains either
to (a) a monomeric or a dimeric unit. with a total
of two sites, where single and double occupancy
equally lead to a full inhibition of flux controlled
by the respective unit, or (b) to a dimer of mutually independent monomers, with two toxin sites
per monomer, where single or double occupancy
of a monomer does not affect flux controlled by
the other monomer, but does lead to full inhibition
of the monomer on which the occupied sites are.
Values for the probability 5,. that a given microsac contains n receptors, are given in table3.
For I = 1 a uniformly varying distribution of .$,
values is found for limiting cases I and II. For

gating

from

rracer flux.

ZZZ

I= 2 an asymmetric distribution results. The relatively large contribution of 5, for both I= 1 and
I = 2 excludes the possibility that the receptor is a
dimer of mutually independently monomers_
The dose-response curve shown in fig. 2 indicates that flux amplitudes for CbCh-induced Li+
efflux increase with CbCh concentration until a
saturating concentration of approx. 20 PM is reached_ At larger concentrations the amplitudes no
longer vary significantly. The sample flux data
shown in fig. 1 indicate that even at a concentration of 0.5 mM CbCh does not induce a complete
emptying of Li’ content. As shown in figs. 6 and
7. simulation of the flux data by eqs. 13 and 14
correctly reproduces (a) the finite tracer content
found for CbCh-induced flux when (r = 0, and (b)
the fact that for all values of (r, the tracer for
CbCh-induced flux is greater than or equal to that
for flux under conditions leading to a complete
emptying. The fit to the CbCh-induced flux data
for I= 2 is somewhat better than that for I= I.
However, there is little difference in the simulated
curves resulting for subcases r = 1 and r = 2.
Cumulatively, the results of the toxin inhibition
measurements indicate that the receptor may be a
monomeric unit with two toxin sites and one associated channel, or a dimer of two monomers,
where each such monomer contains a single toxin
site, and where there are either one or two channels associated with the dimer.
The mean receptor surface densities p given in
table4 are much lower than those estimated to be
present in subsynaptic regions [16]. This suggests
that both limiting case I (no covariance of microsac size and receptor content) and case II (receptor
content is proportional to surface area) need to be
considered_ The fact that for case II the equality
Z, 5, = 1 (i.e., normalization condition) is not obeyed for the .$, values in table3 indicates that for
both I= 1 and I= 2, case II does not strictly hold.
Further, the simulated curve corresponding to case
I in fig. 6 (dashed curve) shows progressive deviation from the measured points with increasing a.
Since an opposite trend is observed for the curve
corresponding to case II (dotted curve), the actual
degree of correlation between rnicrosac size and
receptor content lies between that for case I and
case II.

The optimum (k:,,/ki)
values obtained from
curve fitting are given in table% Jn spite of some
variations for cases I and II, and for I = 1 and
I= 2, the values fall in the relatively narrow range
0.10 =Gli&/k, =G0.51. ki, is the effective rate constant for flux through a single channel on a microsac with unit volume I pm3. The effective rate
constant k,,,. for flux through a single channel on
a microsac with internal volume 0. is given by
k eff = k:ff/a. Substituting the mean volume 8=
0.147 pm3, one obtains the mean range of values
of 0.68 6 k,,,/ki =G3.47. Mean flux through a single
channel thus occurs on the same time scale as slow
receptor inactivation (i.e., the time scale of seconds
[ 161). As shown previously 171, keff is given by the
product k,, = k - II, CC:&. where a>:,& represents
the equilibrium fraction of open channels following completion
of the jth phase of the receptor
gating reaction. and k is the (true) rate constant
for tracer flux through a permanently open channel. If a?& CC1 for any phase j preceding
the
slowest inactivation
mode, then keff < k. Recent
evidence suggests that the activator ligand-induced
AcChR
gating reaction involves at least three
phases on separate time scales 1161. In part II of
this series [7] it was suggested that in the limit of
high activator ligand concentrations. a linear reaction pathway involving
a rapid activation
step
followed
by intermediate
and slow inactivation
steps is expected to constitute a reaction scheme of
minimum complexity for the AcChR gating reaction. It was shown that for such a linear scheme
the quality k&/ki = k/k, holds. where k, is the
forward rate constant for the slow inactivation
step. The above findings would therefore indicate
that the true (activator concentration independent)
rate constant Ic, is of the order of k. while the
effective mode rate coefficient ki is of the order of
k’cffThe unusually low p values in table4 may arise
because (a) the microsacs used were from a
low-density
fraction of the Percoll gradient [S],
and (b) a portion of the receptors may have been
damaged
during the preparation,
and thus rendered nonfunctional_
An incorrect value of p
could result if irreversible binding of toxin to
receptor sites were more rapid then mixing of rhe
diluted microsacs in the incubation step. Local

inhomogeneities
in toxin concentration might then
arise, leading to nonrandom binding. However. the
data presented in fig. 4 show that inhibition occurs
on the time scale of minutes, and is thus much
slower than mixing. An incorrect value of p would
also be obtained if the toxin sites were not equivalent and independent_
Positive cooperativity
in
toxin binding would lead to an underestimation,
and negative cooperativity to an overestimation, of
;p_ Although the possibility of cooperativity cannot
be excluded_ positive cooperativity
due primarily
to charge effects seems implausible. The receptor
has a net negative charge while a-BuTx has a net
positive charge. Therefore
toxin binding would
lead to increasing neutraIization of charge. reducing the probabihty of capture of toxin molecules
on the microsac surface.
As has been shown elsewhere [53. the method of
progressive toxin inhibition of flux employed above
to determine the parameters P, can only be used if
p is small, so that for a predominant portion of the
microsacs II 550. A more generally applicable approach valid for arbitrary p is being developed (J.
Bernhardt and E. Neumann, to be published).
In summary. experimental
techniques for determining fundamental parameters required for a
quantitative analysis of gated tracer flux from or
into microsacs have been presented. The quantities
P, and Q(U) reflect the distribution in microsac
size and receptor content, which may vary from
preparation
to preparation.
They are intrinsic
parameters of a given collection of microsacs. and
do not depend on the nature and concentration of
the tracer species used. Thus, although efflux of
Li- was used as a mode of measurement in the
present work, the values of P, and Q(u)
determined above could be used in the analysis of all
subsequent measurements with the same microsacs
even if another tracer species and another
mode of measurement were employed. Knowledge
of the parameters permits determination
of the
mean single channel flux contribution
(e-“‘).
In
analogy with the investigation of flux amplitudes
reported above, the following general steps can be
employed to analyse flux data: (1) Characterization of parameters P, and Q(o) for a given microsac suspension; (2) Substitution of F//F for k in
the expression for (e-“‘)
appropriate to the gating
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process being investigated; (3) Explicit evaluation
of the volume averages in eqs. A6 and A7 for the
two limiting cases of no covariance, and of strong
covariance, of the distributions in receptor content
and size; (4) Determination of the volume-independent terms in (e-“‘);
(5) Further analysis of
these terms based on examination of their dependence on the concentration of control ligands.
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channel goring from

where X(0) is the total amount of tracer in the
microsacs added to the filter, f( 0,) the fraction of
X(0) in microsacs with volume larger than u,, and
I
the fraction of the microsacs with volume
less than cc that are absorbed to the filter.f(u,)
is
a uniformly decreasing function of u,, where j(0)
f(l),)=
0. The dependence of
= 1 and lim,<_,
q( 0,) on u, is expected to be determined by many
factors, e.g., the surface area of the filters, the
presence of cavities suitable for accommodating
microsacs of a given size, and the degree of saturation of the available absorption sites. In filtration
experiments using Torpedo microsacs, it was commonly found that the measured X( u,) reaches a
limiting value x(00) with increasing u,, given by

(A3)

Substitution of 7) given by eq. A3 for q( D._) in eq.
Al then yields
x(~,)=~t~)+tX(O)--X(m)l-f(~,)-

(~44)

The
amount of tracer in all microsacs with
internal volume u is given by Y - C, . u - Q(U). where
Y is the total number of microsacs, C, the concentration of tracer in each microsac, and Q(u)
the probability that a given microsac has the internal volume u. The total tracer content Y( u,), of
the microsacs with internal volume larger than uc
is therefore given by
~C,/“~Q(
cc

where Q(u)

(A’)

111

? = q(m)= X(-)/X(O).

Appendix

~(~,)=~(o)(f(~~)+rt-J(~E)l?(~c)}

flux

tion of microsacs of a given volume u, that are
absorbed, has the constant, volume-independent
value q_ From eq. A2 one obtains

Y( a,)=

The tracer content X(u,) of a filter with cutoff
internal volume V, is given by

tracer

Jo*

o) du

(W

obeys the normalization condition

Q(u)du=l

(-46)

The fractional tracer contentf( u,) in the microsacs
with volume larger than v, is given by
f(v,)=Y(“,)/)T(0)=~/y;“uQ(o)du

c

t.47)

with the mean internal volume 5 defined by
i?=i-uQ(n)da.

(AS)

Substitution of eq. A7 into eq. A4 yields the
empirical relationship expressing the dependence
of X( u,) on u,
X(q)=

At

B/*oQ(o)
“c

do

(-49)

where A and B are constants. Noting that A =
and B = [X(O) - X( m)]/~, one obtains from
eq. A3

X( 00)

= x(o)P(co)

(A21

where n(co) is the limiting value of q( u,) for filters
with large pore size.
Considerable simplification results if the frac-

A
v=TTz

(A*O)

In principle, the functional dependence of Q(u)
on u could be of arbitrary complexity. Plausibility

arguments suggest that Q(c)
passes through a
single maximum, and that lim,_a Q(u) = Iim,,,
Q(u) = 0. While Q(v) could be determined by
numerica differentiation of eq. A9, a less tedious
approach is to substitute an approximate trial
function for Q(o) in eq. A9. Optimization based
on least-squares fitting to the measured X( 0,) values can then be used to determine the constants A
and B, as well as variable parameters contained in
the trial Functions. Candidate trial functions of
suitable functional form are the Functions o” exp[-- u] and n” - exp[ - a - f c - r5}-‘/25rrr2f,
where a, 5, CTand 11are variable parameters. After
appropriate normalization based on eq. A6, these
triaX functions, or linear combinations thereof. can
be used to approximate Q(u) in the range 0 =Gv =Z
co.
Q(o)
is the normalized volume distribution
function for the mkrosac suspension prior to
filtration. In order to describe the volume distribution of microsacs entrapped on a filter with pore
diameter d, it is useful to introduce the normalized
distribution functions Qd( Y)_ For u =Z u,, Qd( u)
must refIect the volume distribution of the absorbed microsacs, given by &)(a)_
For c > 9,
Qd( U) will be given by Q(u)- Noting that Qd( V)
must obey the same normalization condition as
Q(v). one obtains

+-Q(o)

u

is: “,

(I-_O)-Q(o)

D

=r

(

Q‘A”)=
where +

“,

(All)

is given by

with g(u,), the fraction of microsacs with internal
volume greater than u,, given by
(4413)
Substituting QJ u) for Q(o)

in eq. A8 yieIds the

mean internal volume Do of the microsacs entrapped on a filter with pore diameter d. One
obtains
(A14)

where B is the mean internal volume of the microsacs prior to filtration_
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